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Abstract A bootstrap method is presented for finding efficient sum-of-poles approximations of causal functions. The method is based on a recursive application of the nonlinear
least squares optimization scheme developed in (Alpert et al. in SIAM J. Numer. Anal.
37:1138–1164, 2000), followed by the balanced truncation method for model reduction in
computational control theory as a final optimization step. The method is expected to be
useful for a fairly large class of causal functions encountered in engineering and applied
physics. The performance of the method and its application to computational physics are
illustrated via several numerical examples.
Keywords Rational approximation · Sum-of-poles approximation · Model reduction ·
Balanced truncation method · Square root method
1 Introduction
Suppose that f ∈ H+∞ , where H+∞ is the Hardy space containing all functions that are analytic in the open right half of the complex plane and bounded in the closed right half-plane
(see, for example, [12, 13, 19, 40]). Such a function is called causal function in the literature
of electrical engineering and physics. Indeed, when a causal function is used as the transfer
function of a control system, the output and internal states of the system depend only on the
current and previous input values (see, for example, [13, 43]). While in electromagnetics
the complex permittivity function belongs to H+∞ indicating the fact that the induced polarization field can depend only on the current and previous electric field (see, for example,
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[11, 20]). Causal functions also arise in the construction of the exact nonreflecting boundary conditions of many time-dependent partial differential equations where they appear as
Laplace transforms of the convolution kernels, due to the fact that the nonreflecting boundary conditions are often nonlocal in both space and time but still causal (see, for example,
[5–7, 17, 21, 22]). We also assume that f decays to zero at infinity. However, very often f
is not smooth on the imaginary axis and may have, say, branch points on the imaginary axis.
In this paper, we consider an efficient approximation of f by the sum of a small number
of poles. That is, we try to find two sets of complex numbers {wk } and {zk } with k = 1, . . . , N
such that


N


wk 

(1)
 < ǫ, y ∈ R,
f (iy) −

iy − zk 
k=1

where i is the unit imaginary number and ǫ is the prescribed precision. We also require that
all the poles {zk } lie on the open left half of the complex plane and thus (1) implies that


N


wk 

 < ǫ,
f (z) −

z − zk 
k=1

z ∈ C+ ,

This approximation is useful in a number of applications. For example, in control theory
it can be used to obtain a reduced system with a much smaller number of parameters
which is very close to the original system (see, for example, [13, 18, 23, 34, 37, 38, 41,
43]). In computational electromagnetics, it can be used to compute the fractional derivatives
in the Havriliak-Negami dielectric model of induced polarization (see, for example, [11]).
The sum-of-poles approximation is also used to speed up the computation of nonreflecting
boundary conditions for the wave and the Schrödinger equations (see, for example, [5, 6,
21, 22]). For some of other recent applications of sum-of-poles approximation, please see,
for example, [26, 27].
This problem has been investigated theoretically by Adamjan, Arov, and Kreǐn using infinite Hankel matrices [2–4, 36]. When the function can be expressed as a contour integral
and thus the poles are known to lie on some contour in the complex plane, such approximation can be obtained via some special quadratures [47] or generalized Gaussian quadrature
[10, 33, 48]. However, there seems to be very few algorithms for directly constructing such
an approximation when the only information about the poles is that they must lie in the
open left half-plane. Indeed, the well-known exchange algorithm deals with the real rational approximation of a real function on an interval (see, for example, Chap. 10 in [39]). In
a series of papers [14–16, 44–46], Gutknecht and Trefethen et al. introduced the so-called
CF method for computing complex rational approximations for smooth functions based on
the finite Hankel matrices resulting from the discretization with equispaced points. Their
method can be applied to nonsmooth functions as well, but may result in either a very large
number of poles or low accuracy near the singular points of the given function. In [5] (see
also [6] for its applications on the wave equation), Alpert et al. developed a nonlinear least
squares algorithm for such problem when the pole locations are roughly known asymptotically, upon which our bootstrap method is built.
Since the Laplace transform of an exponential function is a pole, a closely related problem is approximation by sum-of-exponentials. Indeed, in many applications including the
nonreflecting boundary conditions for some time-dependent partial differential
equations,
t
one often needs to evaluate a convolution integral of the form I (t) = 0 K(t − τ )σ (τ ) dτ ,
where K is the convolution kernel and σ is a given or unknown function. Furthermore,
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the kernel K is not given explicitly, but rather its Laplace transform is known. That is,
K = L−1 (f ) for some known function f . Clearly, the direct method of evaluating the convolution integral at NT time steps will take O(NT2 ) operations, rendering the long term simulations unfeasible. But if we can find an efficient and accurate sum-of-poles approximation for
Np
Np wj
, then K(t − τ ) ≅ j =1
wj epj (t−τ )
the Laplace transform of the kernel, i.e., f ≅ j =1
z−pj
and we readily have
I (t) ≅

Np

j =1

wj



t
0

epj (t−τ ) σ (τ ) dτ :=

Np


wj Cj (t).

j =1

Now, it is well known that the convolution with exponential functions can be computed
using a recurrence relation

Cj (t) =



0

t

epj (t−τ ) σ (τ )dτ = epj t Cj (t − t) +



t

epj (t−τ ) σ (τ ) dτ.
t−t

With the help of the above recurrence relation, each mode Cj can be computed in O(1)
operations at each time step and the total computational cost is reduced from O(NT2 ) to
O(Np NT ), where Np is the number of poles in the approximation of f . Very often, one can
show that Np is of order log NT and the computational cost is reduced to near optimal.
We would like to remark here that when the function f is sectorial, López-Fernández et
al. have developed a spectral order method for inverting the Laplace transform and thus obtained an efficient sum-of-exponentials approximation for the convolution kernel K directly
(see, for example, [28, 29] for this method and [30–32, 42] for its applications on fast and
oblivious convolution quadrature). Trefethen et al. have presented a detailed comparison
and discussion about inverting sectorial Laplace transforms using the trapezoidal or midpoint rule for discretizing various contour integrals in [47]. Finally, we would like to point
out that sum-of-exponentials approximation has many other applications by itself and may
be obtained via other methods (for a detailed discussion please see Beylkin et al. [8, 9]).
In this paper, we propose a bootstrap method for computing an efficient sum-of-poles
approximation for functions which are not very smooth on the imaginary axis. We assume
that the only known information on f is its value along the imaginary axis which is supplied
by a black-box subroutine. Our algorithm is roughly as follows. We first construct a binary
tree structure containing successively larger intervals centered around the singular point of
the function. We then apply the nonlinear least squares procedure in [5] on each subinterval
in the binary tree to extract out the so-called near poles recursively. Finally, we apply the
balanced truncation method in model reduction (see, for example, [13, 18, 25, 34]) to reduce
the number of poles.
The paper is organized as follows. The nonlinear least squares method in [5] and the
balanced truncation method are reviewed in Sect. 2. The bootstrap method is presented
in Sect. 3. Section 4 contains numerical experiments on an ad hoc example, the kernels
of the Havriliak-Negami dielectric model, and the convolution kernels in the nonreflecting
boundary conditions for the Schrödinger equation. Finally, we give a short discussion in
Sect. 5.
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2 Numerical Preliminaries
In this section, we review the nonlinear least squares method in [5] and the balanced truncation method. We only present the tailored version which can be readily incorporated into
our bootstrap algorithm.
2.1 Nonlinear Least Squares Method
Given a complex-valued function f ∈ L2 [a, b] and a positive integer d, the nonlinear least
squares method in [5] tries to solve the following minimization problem
2
 b
 P (z)


 dz,
−
f
(z)


P ,Q a Q(z)

(2)

min

where P and Q are polynomials with deg(P ) + 1 = deg(Q) = d and the leading coefficient
of Q is normalized to 1. Assuming that a good initial guess of Q is available, [5] tries to
find the solution to (2) iteratively by solving the following linear least squares problem at
each iteration step:
2
 b  (i+1)

P
(z) Q(i+1) (z)
 dz.

−
f
(z)


(i)
(i)
Q (z)
Q (z)
P (i+1) ,Q(i+1) a
min

(3)

Straightforward computation shows that problem (3) is equivalent to the following linear
system:


−P (i+1) (z) + Q(i+1) (z)f (z), fi (z) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 2d,
(4)
where

fi (z) =

z(i−1)/2 f (z),
zi/2−1 ,

for odd i
for even i

and the inner product is defined by
f, g =



a

b

f (z)ḡ(z)
dz.
|Q(i) (z)|2

(5)

However, we do not solve (3) by representing P , Q in terms of their monomial coefficients and forming the corresponding matrix according to (4) for two reasons. First, the condition number of the resulting matrix is extremely large. Second, the rootfinding and evaluation of a polynomial in terms of its monomial coefficients are also very ill-conditioned.
Instead, [5] solves (3) by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. The 2d + 1 functions
f, 1, zf, z, . . . , zd−1 f, zd−1 , zd f
are orthogonalized with respect to the inner product (5) to obtain the orthogonal functions
⎧
⎪
⎨f (z),
gn (z) = 1 − c21 g1 (z),
⎪

⎩
zgn−2 (z) − min{4,n−1}
cnj gn−j (z),
j =2

n=1
n=2
n = 3, . . . , 2d + 1

(6)
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Algorithm 1 Nonlinear least squares method
Comment: Given f ∈ L2 [a, b], a positive integer d, and an initial guess Q0 , find polynomi b P (z)
− f (z)|2 dz is minimized.
als P and Q with deg(P ) + 1 = deg(Q) = d so that a | Q(z)

1: while iter < itermax do
b
2:
Use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to construct P and Q such that a | QP0(z)
−
(z)
Q(z)
f (z)|2 dz
Q0 (z)

is minimized;

3:
Set Q0 (z) = Q(z), where Q(z) is obtained from the previous step;
4:
iter = iter + 1.
5: end while

where
cnj =

zgn−2 , gn−j 
,
gn−j , gn−j 

for n = 3, . . . , 2d + 1, j = 1, . . . , min{4, n − 1}.

Remark 1 It is easy to see that the orthogonal functions gn satisfy the five-term recurrence
relation (6) by noting that zgn−2 , gj  = gn−2 , zgj  on the imaginary axis, zgj are linear
combinations of g1 , g2 , . . . , gj +2 , and thus zgn−2 , gj  = 0 for j < n − 4.
We now observe that
g2d+1 = Q(i+1) f − P (i+1) ,
so P (i+1) and Q(i+1) are computed from the recurrence coefficients cnj by splitting it into
even- and odd-numbered parts.
2.2 The Balanced Truncation Method
Given a rational function of the form
R(z) =

n

i=1

wi
z − pi

with all the poles pi lie on the open left half of complex plane, Algorithm 2 tries to find
another rational function of the same form
R̂(z) =

k

i=1

ŵi
z − p̂i

but with much fewer poles (i.e., k ≪ n) such that |R(z) − R̂(z)| < ǫ for all z ∈ C+
for some prescribed precision ǫ. The algorithm is a special case of the general balanced truncation method for model reduction in computational control theory (for a comprehensive review on the balanced truncation method, see, for example, [13]). Here we
would like to remark that Algorithm 2 has been applied to find an efficient sum-ofpoles approximation for the spherical nonreflecting boundary kernel for the wave equation
in [25].
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Algorithm 2 Balanced truncation method


wi
and a prescribed precision ǫ, find R̂(z) = ki=1
Comment: Given R(z) = ni=1 z−p
i
1:

2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

ŵi
z−p̂i

so that |R(z) − R̂(z)| < ǫ for z ∈ C+ .
√
Form a diagonal matrix A = diag(p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ), a row vector C = ( w1 ,
√
√
w2 , . . . , wn ), and a column vector B = C T ;
Compute the Cholesky factor S of the solution to the Lyapunov equation AP + P A∗ =
−BB ∗ ;
Compute the Cholesky factor L of the solution to the Lyapunov equation AQ + QA∗ =
−CC ∗ ;
Compute the singular value decomposition of LS ∗ = U ΣV ∗ , where the singular values
σi (i = 1, . . . , n) are also the Hankel singular values of the dynamic system with R as
the transfer function;

Find k such that 2 ni=k+1 σi ≤ ǫ;
−1/2
, then form two matrices
Form an n × k matrix J whose nonzero entries are Jii = σi
Tl = L∗ U J and Tr = S ∗ V J ;
Form a k × k matrix Â = Tl∗ ATr , a column vector of length k B̂ = Tl∗ B, and a row
vector of length k Ĉ = CTr ;
Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of Â = XΛX −1 and set p̂i = Λii , i = 1, . . . , k;
Compute B̃ = X −1 B̂, C̃ = ĈX, and set ŵi = B̃i C̃i (i = 1, . . . , k).

3 The Bootstrap Algorithm
3.1 An Informal Description
∞
We now consider our main problem, that is, given a function
n wif ∈ H+ and a prescribed precision ǫ, find a sum-of-poles approximation r(z) = i=1 z−zi such that |f (z) − r(z)| < ǫ
for all z ∈ C + . We observe that Algorithm 1 is fairly robust and can produce very accurate
sum-of-poles approximations for a function on a finite interval [a, b] if the following conditions hold. First, the function being approximated is smooth on the interval [a, b]. Second,
the number of poles needed in the approximation is small, say, less than 20. Third, a good
initial guess for poles can be obtained by some means. However, none of the above three
conditions hold for a general function in H+∞ . And Algorithm 1 fails to converge due to the
ill-conditioning of the problem when we try to apply it to the given function on a very large
interval on the imaginary axis.
Our bootstrap algorithm tries to find an accurate and efficient sum-of-poles approximation to f in the following steps. First, we choose a large interval [A, B] = [a0 , b0 ] on
the imaginary axis so that if |f (iy) − r(iy)| < ǫ for any y ∈ [A, B] and some sum-ofpoles approximation r, then |f (z) − r(z)| < ǫ for all z ∈ C + . This is possible since both
f and r decay to zero as z → ∞. Second, we construct a sequence of nested intervals
[ai , bi ] (i = 0, 1, . . . , L) with [ai , bi ] ⊂ [ai−1 , bi−1 ] (i = 1, . . . , L) so that the smallest interval [aL , bL ] is centered around the singular point of f if any. Third, starting from the
smallest interval [aL , bL ], we apply Algorithm 1 to find an accurate sum-of-poles approximation ri to fi on [ai , bi ] successively for i = L, L − 1, . . . , 0; we initialize fL = f (f is the
n
n
, where ri+1
is the near-pole part of ri+1 . The
original given function) and set fi = fi+1 − ri+1
near-pole part of ri contains the contribution of poles that are close
 to the interval [ai , bi ];
this will be defined more rigorously later. Finally, we form r = Li=1 rin + r0 and r is an accurate (but not necessarily efficient) sum-of-poles approximation to f ; we use Algorithm 2
to reduce r to a more efficient approximation R without losing accuracy.
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Remark 2 When the function has multiple singular points on the imaginary axis, one needs
to refine the interval around each singular point.
The third step in the above algorithm is the bootstrapping step, where we apply Algorithm 1 iteratively to find sum-of-poles approximation of fi on larger intervals [ai , bi ]. The
function fi is formed by subtracting the near-pole contribution from f . The idea here is that
we could either shrink the interval or modify the function to make it less ill-conditioned so
that Algorithm 1 can be applied successfully. And the function fi has similar structure with
b
respect to the interval [ai , bi ] for all i = L, . . . , 0 in the sense that the integral aii fi (iy) dy
can be computed accurately using about the same number of nodes. We would like to provide an intuitive explanation about why bootstrapping works. In the Fourier domain, both
the near poles and the far poles have contributions at low frequencies, but the high frequency
contribution comes mainly from the near poles. So it is clear that if we want to extract out
the poles successively, we should extract the near poles first. We now observe that the near
poles are localized in the physical space, so the restriction to a smaller interval in the physical space will retain all the essential information about the near poles. Therefore, if we
confine the approximation problem to a smaller interval, then only the poles near that interval matter and hence we need many fewer poles to approximate the given function. Hence,
by restricting our attention to a smaller interval, we effectively mitigate the ill-conditioning
of the problem and can extract the near poles accurately.
We now fill in some details of the algorithm.
3.2 Binary Tree Structure
To obtain a sequence of nested intervals [ai , bi ] (i = 0, . . . , L), we will first build a binary
tree of intervals. We start from the root interval [a0 , b0 ], and recursively subdivide each
interval into two smaller intervals until some splitting criterion is no longer satisfied. We use
standard binary tree notation so that each node has a parent, left, and right child pointers,
and a tree depth. Each node also contains the locations of its two end points a and b. The
root interval is defined to have depth 0. In the construction, we record the maximal depth of
the tree for later use. Our algorithm is as follows (Algorithm 3).
Once this binary tree is constructed, the sequence of nested subintervals is easily obtained
by starting from the leaf of maximal depth and traversing up to the root interval. We now
explain our splitting criterion in detail.
3.3 Splitting Criterion
We first compute the K-term Chebyshev interpolant f¯(y) of f (iy) on the interval [a, b] as
follows. We translate and scale [a, b] to [−1, 1] by
x=



2
b+a
y−
.
b−a
2

Then
f¯(x) =

K−1

k=0

αk Tk (x).
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Algorithm 3 Recursive I NSERT(t, p, a, b, f, maxdepth)
Comment: Construction of a binary tree of subintervals. t denotes the current node, p
denotes its parent, a and b are the end points of the interval, f is the function being approximated, maxdepth is the maximal depth of the tree. Subroutine split(a,b,f) returns
true if f satisfies the splitting criterion, false otherwise.
1: t.a = a
2: t.b = b
3: t.parent = p
4: t.depth = t.parent.depth + 1
5: if maxdepth < t.depth then
6:
maxdepth = t.depth
7: end if
8: if split(a,b,f) then
9:
a1 = a
10:
b1 = (a + b)/2.0
11:
a2 = b1
12:
b2 = b
13:
Call I NSERT(t.left,t,a1,b1,f,maxdepth)
14:
Call I NSERT(t.right,t,a2,b2,f,maxdepth)
15: end if
16: End I NSERT

Here, the Chebyshev coefficients αk are given by
α0 =

K
1 
f (iτj ),
K j =1

αk =

K
2 
f (iτj )Tk (τj )
K j =1

for k ≥ 1,

where the classical Chebyshev nodes τj are given by
τj = cos

(2K − 2j + 1)π
2K

for j = 1, . . . , K.

We then compute the following quantity
S=

|αK−1 | + |αK−2 |
.
K−2
k=0 |αk |

We subdivide the interval [a, b] into two smaller intervals if S > δ where the constant δ ≪ 1
is provided by the user. This splitting mechanism guarantees that f (iy) can be approximated
by a low-degree polynomial in each subinterval, since αK−1 and αK−2 are the coefficients
corresponding to the high-frequency components and the magnitude of them are not relatively negligible when S > δ. This splitting criterion is already used in [24] to construct
an adaptive mesh in developing a fast adaptive method for stiff two-point boundary value
problems.
Remark 3 In practice, we set K = 20 and δ = 10−8 . This works well for our testing examples.
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Fig. 1 The curve C within
which the near poles lie

Remark 4 The above splitting criterion will sometimes cause excessive refinement around
the singular point such as a branch point when the function is too singular. In our actual
implementation, we have added a parameter which specifies the maximal number of refinement, or the maximal depth of the tree to prevent such excessive refinement around the
singular point.
Remark 5 The use of Chebyshev polynomials is not essential. We may use Legendre polynomials or other orthogonal polynomials as the basis.

3.4 Near Pole Criterion
Supposethat in the iterative procedure we have computed a sum-of-poles approximation
w
k
ri (z) = ji=1 z−pj j for fi (z) on the interval [ai , bi ]. We then need to form a new function
fi−1 by subtracting the near pole contribution rin (z) from f and find a sum-of-poles approximation ri−1 for fi−1 on some larger interval [ai−1 , bi−1 ]. Without loss of generality,
we assume that [a, b] = [−1, 1] (the general case can be treated by a simple translation
and scaling). We define a near pole as follows. A pole pj is a near pole with respect to
the interval [−1, 1] if it lies within the closed curve C where the curve C is defined by
1 1
C = {z | −1 |x−z|
2 dx = c, z ∈ C}. We then have
rin (z) =

wj
,
z
−
pj
∈NP



pj

where NP = {pj | pj is a near pole, j = 1, . . . , ki }.
Remark 6 We set c = 12 in our numerical experiments. The curve C is very close to an
2
2
ellipse. For c = 12, it is close to the ellipse E = {(x, y) | xa 2 + yb2 = 1, x, y ∈ R} where
a = 1.0801 and b = 0.2249. Also, since we carry out the approximation on the imaginary
axis, the curve needs to be rotated by 90 degrees (see Fig. 1).
Remark 7 We have chosen the above curve C to define the near poles since any pole function
1/(x − z) (here z is the pole location) with the pole located on the curve C has exactly the
same L2 norm with respect to the interval [−1, 1]. This is quite natural since we are trying
to use the least squares minimization to find sum-of-poles approximations. Presumably, one
could replace the curve C by some other simpler ones such as an ellipse.
3.5 Some Issues Related with Algorithm 1
We need a good initial guess for Q (i.e., a good initial guess for the location of the poles)
and the number of poles d in order for Algorithm 1 to work robustly. We revise Algorithm 1
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Algorithm 4 Revised nonlinear least squares method
Comment: Given f (iy) ∈ L2 [a, b], return polynomials P , Q and a positive integer d with
 b P (iy)
− f (iy)|2 dy is less than the desired predeg(P ) + 1 = deg(Q) = d such that a | Q(iy)
cision ǫ.
b
1: Set d = 1, TOL = ǫ a |f (iy)|2 dy, error = 10TOL.
2: Set the initial guess Q0 (z) = z − ( b+a
− i b−a
).
2
5
3: while error ≥ TOL do
4:
Apply Algorithm 1 with the initial guess Q = Q0 to find P , Q such that error =
 b P (iy)
2
a | Q(iy) − f (iy)| dy is minimized, where P , Q are polynomials with deg (P ) +
1 = deg (Q) = d.
5:
d =d +1
6:
Set the initial guess Q0 (z) = (z − 2zd−1 )Q(z) where zd−1 is the farthest zero of
Q(z) to the interval [ia, ib].
7: end while
by embedding it in an iterative procedure (see Algorithm 4) so that it can work without a
good initial guess for Q and d.
Remark 8 We discretize the integral in each subinterval with the same number of quadrature
nodes no matter how large the subinterval is. This is consistent with the assumption that the
function after the bootstrap step on any subinterval can be well-approximated by a lowdegree polynomial, as discussed in Sect. 3.3.
Remark 9 We need to represent P /Q as a sum of poles to find Q0 (z) and to suit our application. Since we can compute P (z), Q(z), and Q′ (z) accurately by the recurrence coefficients
resulting from Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (6), the problem boils down to finding the
complex zeros of a given polynomial (Q(z)). We use Muller’s method [35] to compute the
zeros of Q(z). We choose Muller’s method because it is very robust for complex root finding
and very insensitive to initial guesses.
We now summarize the entire method in Algorithm 5.

4 Numerical Experiments
We have implemented Algorithm 5 in Fortran 95 and some numerical experiments are shown
below.
4.1 An Ad Hoc Example
Our first numerical example is an ad hoc one, namely, we try to approximate
f (z) =

12
230
71
+
+
z + 2 + 10i z + 3 − 4i z + 6 − 400i
−20 − 10i
1 − 2i
10
+
+
+
,
z + 30 + 70i z + 200 + 500i z + 1000 − 4000i

(7)

which is already a sum of six poles. However, we would like to emphasize that in our bootstrap code we have not used any information about f other than the value of the function
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Algorithm 5 Bootstrap method for sum-of-poles approximation
∞
Comment:
 wk Given a function f ∈ H+ , find an efficient sum-of-poles approximation R(z) =
within the desired precision ǫ.
z−zk
1: Choose a large interval [ia0 , ib0 ] on the imaginary axis and set it as the root interval.
2: Use Algorithm 3 to construct nested subintervals [iaj , ibj ] (j = 0, 1, . . . , maxdepth)
such that [iaj , ibj ] ⊂ [iaj −1 , ibj −1 ] (j = 1, . . . , maxdepth).
3: Set fmaxdepth = f (z) and r(z) = 0.
4: for j = maxdepth : −1 : 1 do
5:
Apply Algorithm 4 to obtain a rational approximation rj (z) for fj (z) on the interval [iaj , ibj ].
6:
Use near-pole criterion (Sect. 3.4) to extract the near pole part of rj and denote it
by rjn .
7:
Set fj −1 (z) = fj (z) − rjn (z).
8:
Set r(z) = r(z) + rjn (z).
9: end for
10: Apply Algorithm 4 to obtain a rational approximation r0 (z) for f0 (z) on the root interval
[ia0 , ib0 ].
11: Set r(z) = r(z) + r0 (z). r(z) is an accurate but inefficient rational approximation to
f (z).
12: Apply Algorithm 2 to reduce r(z) to a more efficient rational approximation R(z).

Fig. 2 (a) The plot of the original function in the vicinity of two “singular points”. (b) A closeup of the
“singular point” near the origin

on the imaginary axis. We plot the function in Fig. 2, which clearly shows that there are
two clusters of peaks and troughs around −10i and 400i along the imaginary axis, respectively.
In this example, the computational domain [A, B] along the imaginary axis is chosen
[−108 i, 108 i] and the bound for tree depth maxdepth is set to 30. Obviously, the binary tree
structure should be built around those two “singular” points for f (z) to be well-resolved.
We plot the binary tree structure in the histogram-like graph in Fig. 3, where the x-axis
represents the imaginary axis and the height indicates the depth of the subinterval. Figure 3
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Fig. 3 (a) Domain partition and subinterval depths of the tree in the vicinity of two “singular points” which
are shown in Fig. 2(a). (b) A closeup at the “singular point” near the origin which is shown in Fig. 2(b)

Fig. 4 Pole locations where the dots represent poles found in the bootstrap step and the crosses represent
poles after the balanced truncation step

shows that dense partitions occur around the two “singular” points as expected and the depth
of the entire tree is actually 27.
Next we plot the pole locations found by the bootstrap method in Fig. 4, where the dots
represent poles found in the bootstrap step and the crosses represent poles after the balanced
truncation step.
The bootstrap step found 58 poles in order to achieve the desired precision 10−12 . Among
these 58 poles, six of them are very close to the original poles in (7) and the rest 52 poles all
have very small weights. Setting the reduction error bound as 10−8 , the balanced truncation
step successively reduced the number of poles to six and moved those six poles to their
original positions within the prescribed precision. We list the pole locations and weights
found by the bootstrap method, and their absolute errors as compared with the original
values in Table 1.
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Table 1 Pole locations and weights recovered by Algorithm 5

Pole 1
Pole 2
Pole 3
Pole 4
Pole 5
Pole 6

Pole location

Absolute error of pole location

−1.9999999999998306 − 9.9999999999997016i

3.432D−13

−3.0000000000013589 + 4.0000000000008784i

5.993D+12

−30.000000000069846 − 69.999999999846338i

1.688D−10

−999.99999999300542 + 4000.0000000054019i

8.838D−9

−6.0000000000005373 + 399.99999999999943i

−200.00000001195605 − 500.00000000509129i

Pole weight
Pole 1
Pole 2
Pole 3
Pole 4
Pole 5
Pole 6

7.822D−13
1.299D−8

Absolute error of pole weight

70.999999999993960 − 1.40690410710408997D−11i

12.000000000013918 − 1.41815963269550926D−11i

230.00000000001975 + 1.59899038454369702D−11i
−20.000000000134609 − 9.9999999998676810i
1.0000000001671803 − 2.0000000001507807i

9.9999999999363958 + 1.19021320577061829D−11i

1.531D−11
1.987D−11
2.541D−11
1.888D−10
2.251D−10
6.471D−11

4.2 Havriliak-Negami Dielectric Model
The Havriliak-Negami model is the most general material model that arises from considerations of the multi-scale nature of the spatial microstructure of a broad class of dielectrics.
When a dielectric material is modeled by the Havriliak-Negami model, the induced polarization P is given by the convolution
 t
χ (t − τ )E(x, τ ) dτ,
P (x, t) =
0

where the susceptibility χ (t) is defined by the formula


χ (t) = ǫ L−1 f (sτr )

with the function f defined by the formula

f (z) =

1
(1 + zα )β

(8)

and τr the central relaxation time of the material. Note that the well-known Debye model is
obtained by setting α = β = 1, while the Cole-Cole and Cole-Davidson models are obtained
by setting β = 1 and α = 1, respectively. We have used our bootstrap method to find the sumof-poles approximation to the function f defined in (8). We present three cases below. For
all these cases the computational domain is chosen [−108 i, 108 i] and the desired precision
for bootstrap step and the error bound for reduction are set 10−12 and 10−8 respectively.
4.2.1 Cole-Cole Kernel
We set α = 0.6 and β = 1, which is a special case of the Cole-Cole model. This function has
a branch point at the origin and its graph is plotted in Fig. 5. The splitting procedure creates
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Fig. 5 (a) The real and imaginary parts of the Cole-Cole kernel with α = 0.6. (b) A closeup around the
“singular point” at the origin

Fig. 6 (a) The pole locations of the Cole-Cole kernel with α = 0.6. (b) Error of the sum-of-pole representation. (c) A closeup of the error curve near the origin

a tree structure with the depth of 50 to resolve the “singular point”. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
a total of 268 poles are located by the algorithm before the reduction is implemented and
the maximum error 3.803 × 10−12 occurs near the origin. As the reduction error bound is
set to 10−8 , we are left with 72 poles yielding an approximation of the original Cole-Cole
kernel with the maximum absolute error about 5.016 × 10−9 . The error curve is plotted in
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c).
4.2.2 Cole-Davidson Kernel
We set α = 1 and β = 0.7. The corresponding Cole-Davidson kernel is plotted in Fig. 7.
For this example, a tree with depth of 22 is constructed in partitioning the computational
domain [−108 i, 108 i]. As shown in Fig. 8(a), a total of 145 poles are located by the algorithm
without the reduction and the maximum absolute error is approximately 2.373 × 10−13 in
[−108 i, 108 i]. After reduction with the reduction error bound set as 10−8 , 31 poles can give
an approximation of the original Cole-Davidson kernel with the maximum absolute error
about 9.832 × 10−9 . The error along the imaginary axis is shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c).
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Fig. 7 (a) The real and imaginary parts of the Cole-Davidson kernel with β = 0.7. (b) A closeup around the
“singular point” at the origin

Fig. 8 (a) The pole locations of the Cole-Davidson kernel with β = 0.7. (b) Error of the sum-of-pole representation. (c) A closeup of the error curve near the origin

4.2.3 A General Havriliak-Negami Kernel
We choose α = 0.85 and β = 0.5, the corresponding Havriliak-Negami kernel is plotted in
Fig. 9. The domain [−108 i, 108 i] is partitioned using a 45-level tree. As shown in Fig. 10(a),
a total of 244 poles are located by the algorithm before the reduction step giving the maximum absolute error along the whole imaginary axis no larger than 1.16 × 10−10 and when
the reduction error bound is set 10−8 , 63 poles are left to approximate the original HavriliakNegamin kernel with a maximum absolute error about 8.359×10−9 . The locations and
weights of these 63 poles are listed in Table 2. The error along the imaginary axis is shown
in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c).
4.3 Schrödinger Kernels
The initial-value problem for the Schrödinger equation in two and three dimensions unbounded domains is as follow:
iut (x, t) = u(x, t) + V (x, t)u(x, t),
u(x, 0) = u0 (x).

x ∈ Rn (n = 2, 3), t > 0,

Table 2 Pole locations and weights for the general Havriliak-Negami kernel with α = 0.85 and β = 0.5
Pole location
−1.6261696972532313D−08 − 1.8999256951789423D−11i

−1.1300889068780398D−07 − 1.1743784163462279D−10i

−4.8864261594253980D−07 − 4.8165604974655016D−10i

−1.6700138175527535D−06 − 1.5945780951456406D−09i

Pole weight
6.6897067289762098D−16 + 1.3880111508598038D−18i

1.6629695258928394D−14 + 3.1199928216274363D−17i

2.0227144201858987D−13 + 3.6299623936237331D−16i

1.6981830793549590D−12 + 2.9622242797074512D−15i

−4.9261016585204196D−06 − 4.5949140638535438D−09i

1.1235668529125787D−11 + 1.9172680507792585D−14i

−3.2243418668661069D−05 − 2.8976232096915848D−08i

3.0751739175283097D−10 + 5.0593154224145867D−13i

−7.4621357063370884D−05 − 6.5972042346866275D−08i

6.2712275421445702D−11 + 1.0498730190503655D−13i

1.3604489190060119D−09 + 2.2020105040397959D−12i

−1.6427440760095413D−04 − 1.4300137241618604D−07i

5.5315240555666790D−09 + 8.8166350643359232D−12i

−7.0667110806289140D−04 − 5.9799873924975297D−07i

7.4727993470186633D−08 + 1.1599295440196937D−10i

−3.4683929123846449D−04 − 2.9751367877438528D−07i
−1.3960758158578317D−03 − 1.1684476781905981D−06i

−2.6843691508191248D−03 − 2.2296024991304160D−06i

2.0954120899751043D−08 + 3.2923204791108645D−11i

2.5298286752467625D−07 + 3.8966704457564965D−10i

8.1862837407861228D−07 + 1.2564690820989025D−09i

−5.0389241914238631D−03 − 4.1659568894186327D−06i

2.5473766223713008D−06 + 3.9128476855840082D−09i

−1.6678147028053463D−02 − 1.3833059911250092D−05i

2.2439724511428661D−05 + 3.5334708633653130D−08i

−9.2571140266795963D−03 − 7.6459123566934399D−06i

−2.9518537038991904D−02 − 2.4761435262298923D−05i

7.6659841297897001D−06 + 1.1863738245257384D−08i

6.4306610138417278D−05 + 1.0447205980645325D−07i

−5.1395825331164713D−02 − 4.4022684048374245D−05i

1.8187094330244155D−04 + 3.1080252968294463D−07i

−1.4894341600686228D−01 − 1.3875903804765939D−04i

1.4664117051281927D−03 + 3.0382339685143450D−06i

−8.8131588157783783D−02 − 7.8072317295714138D−05i
−2.4806504361279491D−01 − 2.4781171716649629D−04i

−6.4855626386495790D−01 − 7.6478791866562486D−04i

−9.9665982576319812D−01 − 1.2818916821852489D−03i

5.1311693059247405D−04 + 9.4783238621681345D−07i

4.3383526519226419D−03 + 1.0548242864146138D−05i

1.3617490851647717D−02 + 4.0380548269918381D−05i

4.4394886299826915D−02 + 1.5240981957156681D−04i
1.1861736336526271D−01 + 3.4523109251534515D−04i
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−4.0623115638930218D−01 − 4.4205811627483704D−04i
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−1.3103076398079006D−05 − 1.1984186164005556D−08i

Pole location
−1.5086320950932210D+00 − 2.3941048563651153D−03i

−2.3166064815528311D+00 − 4.7833355701519878D−03i

−3.5934472560408786D+00 − 9.7351925533619085D−03i

−5.5907381461331367D+00 − 1.9820826020471881D−02i

Pole weight
2.0117935525240377D−01 + 4.2320524081979175D−04i

2.6315769758826557D−01 + 5.8690468152310853D−04i

3.2616881406414056D−01 + 9.5860376006062971D−04i

4.0406732867219969D−01 + 1.5517015807288404D−03i

5.0746788415167465D−01 + 2.2633671538002261D−03i

−1.6133686185553014D+01 + 1.0685753649618807D+01i

−3.6222235285949733D−05 − 5.8454008674982893D−04i

−1.6178028489501759D+01 − 1.0913665042270843D+01i

6.6820313600381864D−01 + 3.0109902439421550D−03i

−1.0446941501903894D−04 + 6.1743358252739364D−04i

−2.1822631941322708D+01 − 1.2642908306091988D−01i

8.7593801837053753D−01 + 2.3664849836512567D−03i

−5.4835382802050411D+01 − 1.8845919645036846D−01i

1.5264706825525312D+00 − 1.4774767158359909D−03i

−3.4359407272853410D+01 − 1.6748587718614427D−01i

−9.0733450033757620D+01 − 1.9882293596875697D−01i

−1.5350920733688409D+02 − 2.0447310242823555D−01i

1.0882775594270357D+00 − 2.8093918520607093D−04i

2.1571456124249995D+00 − 1.6966291182737043D−03i

2.9942634615211059D+00 − 1.5733841495580770D−03i

−2.6246536530109870D+02 − 2.0608239049058014D−01i

4.1226998479863894D+00 − 1.4153047650860844D−03i

−7.7867526321154230D+02 − 1.8303669405367085D−01i

7.8001077291608576D+00 − 1.2936413510739951D−03i

−4.5121817592326937D+02 − 2.0103477598489414D−01i

−1.3484969325476870D+03 − 1.3909961678975272D−01i

5.6673800812338850D+00 − 1.3102079283390719D−03i

1.0760434575278932D+01 − 1.4004377500790020D−03i

−2.3439709967117033D+03 − 4.2806023173830199D−02i

1.4886432396724814D+01 − 1.6844418215039144D−03i

−7.1719091837689302D+03 + 5.7920124692045927D−01i

2.8765525828171583D+01 − 3.2075343150618357D−03i

−4.0909194650381337D+03 + 1.5972660480543979D−01i
−1.2635031226523284D+04 + 1.4454759279876250D+00i

−2.2378312413209926D+04 + 3.2415671335425160D+00i

−3.9862884513371617D+04 + 6.9977314451009942D+00i

−7.1446622020228024D+04 + 1.4952388848910227D+01i

2.0658894473338933D+01 − 2.2357968104019139D−03i

4.0195021303688137D+01 − 4.8612023480527622D−03i

5.6375918388155682D+01 − 7.6466033281066157D−03i

7.9382825351488549D+01 − 1.2357553867578827D−02i
1.1224453433802145D+02 − 2.0422682151845645D−02i
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−8.7011459883731810D+00 − 3.9138214000843233D−02i

−1.3641588697896250D+01 − 7.2933630442897940D−02i
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Table 2 (Continued)

Table 2 (Continued)
Pole location

−4.2864115815454989D+05 + 1.5395585563404657D+02i

−7.9077484694106120D+05 + 3.4830644138568164D+02i

1.5940710397380926D+02 − 3.4468446948481724D−02i

2.2743404049757117D+02 − 5.9458350912149120D−02i

3.2607132638105196D+02 − 1.0503420990791842D−01i

4.6987721587318026D+02 − 1.9046334754858499D−01i

−1.4710562794020737D+06 + 8.0964922824999849D+02i

6.8073279163653638D+02 − 3.5522659070703444D−01i

−5.2292938561918428D+06 + 4.8069084236547669D+03i

1.4534818781469660D+03 − 1.3519440316568112D+00i

−2.7607182703318312D+06 + 1.9402712762749891D+03i

−1.0004010389507411D+07 + 1.2354907336550530D+04i

9.9174736524809589D+02 − 6.8231126076493864D−01i

2.1447275106461311D+03 − 2.7815363296935689D+00i

−1.9358301668143917D+07 + 3.3353700312647830D+04i

3.1972948003635311D+03 − 6.1634063642689991D+00i

−8.1151529179336846D+07 + 7.6590891482274735D+05i

1.0428539709965567D+04 − 4.5405313294697277D+02i

−3.8130806644445576D+07 + 1.0148578669153416D+05i
−1.2571099094916432D+08 − 2.2373715784476224D+07i

−1.2654796676183879D+08 + 2.0133554815602448D+07i

−4.1056275254191780D+08 − 5.1492945687695428D+04i

−4.1323131510750036D+09 + 4.6987832689540635D+05i
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−1.2889888810532542D+05 + 3.2070883040622348D+01i

−2.3418379716940189D+05 + 6.9632241404067031D+01i

Pole weight

4.9082221597574644D+03 − 1.8059203309233254D+01i

3.3486487276984317D+03 − 7.7529302508448054D+03i

4.7521646933361490D+03 + 8.2435732619744540D+03i

3.7810934453175905D+04 − 7.4343541700874400D+00i
4.6500398527705751D+05 − 4.2110626579124187D+01i
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Fig. 9 (a) The real and imaginary parts of the Havriliak-Negami kernel with α = 0.85 and β = 0.5.
(b) A closeup around the “singular point” at the origin

Fig. 10 (a) The pole locations of the Havriliak-Negami kernel with α = 0.85 and β = 0.5. (b) Error of the
sum-of-pole representation. (c) A closeup of the error curve near the origin

If we represent the solution of the above problem by a Fourier series in two dimensions and
a spherical harmonic series in three dimensions, then the nonreflecting boundary condition
(for details please see, for example, [21, 22]) for each mode contains a convolution integral
whose kernel is given by
√

 √
isKν′ ( is)
−1
(t),
K(t) = L
√
(s − sν )Kν ( is)
where Kν is the modified Bessel function [1] and ν of integer values and ν of half integer
values correspond to two dimensions and three dimensions, respectively. The exact value of
boundary condisν is not essential and will not affect the performance of the nonreflecting
√
tions, provided that it does not coincide with the zeros of Kν ( is) and does not introduce
new “singular” point rather than the existing turning point iν 2 . In our numerical experiments,
we have used the following value of sν
4

sν = iν 2 − ν 3 .
As discussed in the introduction, in order to be able to implement the nonreflecting
boundary conditions for the Schrödinger equations efficiently and accurately, one needs to
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Fig. 11 (a) The real and imaginary parts of the kernel f40 (s) are plotted respectively. (b) A closeup at the
“singular” point

Fig. 12 Numbers of poles for approximating fν (s) on the interval [−108 i, 108 i] with the error
ǫ = 10−9 . (a) Numbers of poles for ν = 1, 2, . . . , 1024 before pole reduction. (b) Numbers of poles for
ν = 1, 2, . . . , 1024 after reduction using the balanced truncation method of Algorithm 2

find an efficient and accurate sum-of-poles approximation for the following functions
fν (s) =

√

√
isKν′ ( is)
√ ,
(s − sν )Kν ( is)

ν=

0, 1, . . . , 1024
1
, 1 + 12 , . . . , 1024 +
2

1
2

for 2D
for 3D.

These functions fν (s) have similar graphs on the imaginary axis and the graph of f40 on
the imaginary axis is shown in Fig. 11.
We have used our bootstrap method to find the sum-of-poles
√ approximations for these
functions. Since these functions decay rather slowly (like 1/ s), we set the root interval
to a very large interval, i.e., [−108 i, 108 i]. The desired precision for the bootstrap step and
the error bound for reduction are 10−12 and 10−9 , respectively. The maximal depth of the
binary tree is set to 27 for all ν. Figure 12 plots the number of poles versus the kernel index
ν before and after the pole reduction using the balanced truncation method of Algorithm 2.
In summary, the average number of poles needed to achieve 9-digit accuracy for all kernels

Pole location
−1.3679806100099026D+02 + 1.5999990386504376D+03i

−3.8446755962630084D+02 + 1.3169809502189084D+03i

−5.6428136502340499D+02 + 1.1357455584334505D+03i

Pole weight
−3.1849616557713867D−01 − 7.1698460382398190D+00i

−3.9150782519657925D+00 − 6.2952078325734986D+00i

−2.3113843565381416D+00 − 1.0948559612462301D+00i

−9.5585667999565669D+02 + 1.1602072986967814D+03i

−5.6179935085539432D+00 − 3.0974169617535630D+00i

−3.2557811321442528D+03 + 1.1472119663653730D+03i

−8.8150867488287812D+00 − 7.6659822135545665D+00i

−1.7574920112533832D+03 + 1.1567903606233506D+03i

−6.9228247905308820D+00 − 5.2558213606601027D+00i

−1.1619261503921365D+01 − 1.0796473887385295D+01i

−1.1393185918857180D+04 + 1.1223915580994021D+03i

−1.5691042769964152D+01 − 1.5089435373087708D+01i

−4.1101074946101922D+04 + 1.0880427831104066D+03i

−2.9933919176431957D+01 − 2.9610981849295339D+01i

−2.1547888270464267D+04 + 1.1073038789419918D+03i
−7.9142456464328105D+04 + 1.0593906649773116D+03i

−1.5399513855957030D+05 + 1.0088487068166596D+03i

−2.1542757915010366D+01 − 2.1100187383702856D+01i

−4.1994536822572165D+01 − 4.1765902316715824D+01i

−5.9414872873524779D+01 − 5.9266113226215062D+01i

−3.0310605513654469D+05 + 9.0544870734455640D+02i

−8.4742190799772914D+01 − 8.4670255658649083D+01i

−1.2207671048801406D+06 + 7.9717799525686075D+01i

−1.7667263681860186D+02 − 1.7682605247346936D+02i

−6.0414394408523501D+05 + 6.6896942434458185D+02i

−2.5036495053363717D+06 − 1.5066843222518185D+03i

−1.2184853139895576D+02 − 1.2186686670456919D+02i

−2.5839749253571256D+02 − 2.5880219386962762D+02i

−5.2173390288080219D+06 − 6.1397067280630727D+03i

−3.8129084150107445D+02 − 3.8224549021827539D+02i

−2.3831792672948387D+07 − 7.2909604404998143D+04i

−8.4956547243372938D+02 − 8.5549852807102786D+02i

−1.1057097850383533D+07 − 2.0942155042915379D+04i

−5.2099200386209391D+07 − 2.7135128767604678D+05i

−5.6740066191373694D+02 − 5.6970858762503258D+02i

−1.2703616229464419D+03 − 1.2864456917163832D+03i

−1.1449768316870768D+08 − 1.0520492150020560D+06i

−1.8729600957004234D+03 − 1.9148297253953972D+03i

−6.9997568941479504D+08 − 1.2154758238207720D+07i

−7.6454464257735144D+03 − 7.7942521703595030D+03i

−2.5468596260458374D+08 − 3.7025324363216721D+06i
−6.1049966832967319D+09 − 1.0992207269816059D+08i

−2.9791099302296293D+03 − 3.0565398404843359D+03i

−6.9386301848368865D+04 − 7.0656682349776151D+04i
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−6.0698384248048515D+03 + 1.1354788044793968D+03i
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Table 3 Pole locations and weights for ν = 40
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Fig. 13 (a) The pole locations for approximating the kernel f40 (s) before and after reduction and a logarithmic scale (base 10) is used for the X-axis. (b) The error when approximates the kernel f40 (s) with 24 poles
and logarithmic scale (base 10) is used for the Y -axis

is 25 with the standard deviation roughly equal to 2 after the balanced truncation reduction,
while they are 76 and 12 respectively before the reduction. The pole locations generally
follow a nice trajectory. Figure 13(a) shows the locations of the 109 poles obtained by bootstrap step and the 24 poles after reduction for approximating the kernel f40 (s). The exact
locations and weights of the 24 poles obtained after reduction are listed in Table 3. Finally,
Fig. 13(b) shows the absolute error of the sum-of-poles approximation for f40 on the imaginary axis. We observe that the largest error occurs around the turning point iν 2 , where the
function changes most rapidly. We would like to remark here that these figures are fairly
representative for this class of functions.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a bootstrap method for finding efficient sum-of-poles approximations for
causal functions. Our method is based on the nonlinear least squares method in [5]. Due to
its bootstrapping nature, this method can handle such approximation problems on a much
larger interval and those with multiple “singular” points. It is believed that the algorithm
reported in this paper is more robust since it removes the dependence of a good initial guess
on pole locations. Our method also generates very efficient sum-of-poles approximations
since we have applied the balanced truncation method to reduce the number of poles in the
final optimization step. We expect that the method can be applied to obtain efficient sumof-poles approximations for a broad class of causal functions in various areas, including
control theory, computational electromagnetics, and nonreflecting boundary conditions for
other PDEs.
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